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Soccer ball juggling tricks

There are hundreds of freestyle tricks in football. Sometimes it can be difficult to keep up with everyone, so we have created a list of the most popular freestyle football tricks. We have them separated by difficulty and included the names of tricks, descriptions, and even videos for everyone. Easy freestyle football tricks try first around the world and complete
revolution around the ball using your foot. As you juggle, hit the ball with either inside or outside the foot (depending on how you go around the ball) to give it some spin. Your foot has to make a whole revolution around the ball and come back under the ball to keep juggling. It's perhaps one of the most basic freestyle tricks. Coaching is key. Hope world
contact with one leg, and the opposite foot goes around the ball out inward and comes around and under touch the ball, and continue juggling. a simple but nice-looking move. You jump and swing one leg around the ball while you have a trailing foot under your foot that kicks the ball under the foot with which you swung around the ball. Bounce the foot and
the ball is allowed to fall on your standing foot. The other leg swings over the ball as the ball bounces off the standing leg and retrys again. Swinging your foot out in is the most common and usually the easier way to perform this trick, however, you can also perform a body bounce with your foot swinging on the ball from the inside out. Balance is key.
Headstall balancing the ball on your head roughly where the hairline should be * work out!! * to catch the ball between your legs. One leg (usually dominant) rolls the ball in the support leg. Then, with your support leg, raise your back and swing the ball up. Fielderiber from foot (or juggle), the ball is raised and slammed to the floor using the calf. It can be used
as a combo going into any move such as atw, crossover, TATW etc. The move can also be made with both legs alternatively as shown in the gif.] (Right at the beginning) a sedented knee.Raise your leg up and the ball makes contact with the knee but you also kick out with your foot and the ball kind of bounces off your knee as you pull your foot back.
(Ecuabol makes knee slained at 2:26) Footstall rest the ball on your foot. The move can get a lot easier if you point the toes upwards so you tighten the ball between your foot and your calf. (Ecuabol makes a leg at 2:24) Hotstepper knock the ball to the ground in a row using the two-legged soles alternatively. It's like you were dribthing a basketball with your
hands. (Siracua makes some warm strides at 0:06) Shoulderstall has a groove on your shoulder The back/neck muscles and collarbone where the ball can rest. However, there are two ways to perform the shoulders. One is where you have the ball in front of you very similar to your chest, and the other is where the ball is on your side and you also use the
side of your head to hold the ball still. your string catch the ball between your heel or the back of your leg, and ygg your ass. (Fahmy does a hamstring stand at 0:04) between grab the knee (follow the same technique between the legs and catch) catch the ball between your legs, about the height your knees are at. (Cristiano Ronaldo makes a knee catch at
0:36) Intermediate freestyle football moves around the moon from neckstall, slightly swinging the ball up using your shoulders. Make a complete revolution around the ball with your head and go back around under the ball to grab it on your neck again. world hop neck from rock neck, you slide the ball from your neck to your side while, without contact,
revolutionizes around the ball with your foot. Buska does nhtw at 0:26) Henry flip a move that must be split into two parts. First, brush the edge of the ball with your heel planting your foot in front of it. That should make the ball gallor up and rebound off the heel shirt. After waiting for the ball to rebound properly, swing back with the same leg and hit it upwards.
If you make the second round too soon, the ball will fly from behind instead of over your head. (Henry makes his jump at exactly 0:29) 360 has the ball in his cleavage. From there, swing your upper body around to bring the ball to your chest. Then, get the ball into the neckstall again. The bullet follows your upper body around 360 degrees, hence the name.
the canal from the neck, the ball touched backwards with the head, so it rests in the middle of your back where there is a ridge that explains the name – in the canal. (Dan Magness doing in the ditch at 2:30) Bambini juggling the ball caught under the shirt and hit the round using the punch quickly. The ball should rotate around your back and fall off the shirt at
the front of the body ready to continue juggling. (At 3:11 am completed in Mabiz) Khtw just like the HTW trick but first you hit the ball with the knee and then make the second leg come around the ball. Nix atw just like a regular atw but the trick is performed with a touch of the heel and then your foot comes around the ball. Headstall side balancing the ball on
the side of your head. Somewhere around the temple you have to feel a little groove where the ball can easily be placed. Nosestall balances the ball in the area between your eyes, and on the bridge of your nose. Flip the Bounce just like a bounce in the hon but in the opposite direction. Kick the ball to your outside. The leg you bounce the ball on will come
under the other leg to meet the ball. When the ball makes contact with this leg and you lift your toes to throw it, your other foot will go for the ball in an inner direction towards the outside. juggle juggling the ball with your head. (Abbas does a head juggle at 1:01) a heel turn with your foot coming from behind and around your body, touch the ball with your heel.
Turn around and collect the ball to continue juggling, or enter another move as a chimney. (Steven does a heel round at 0:19) clocked consecutive ATW's.*Put extra spin in any atw! tatsulo trick to kick the ball really high in the air. As it goes down jump over the ball so the ball falls and jumps to the ground between your legs and passes behind you. Lean back
quickly to meet the bouncing ball with the back of your head, hitting it to the ground. (Tatsulow does his head trick at just 1:37) advances in freestyle football tricks to Touzani around the world and a more advanced form of worldwide. As you are in the middle of an ATW trick, make an easy jump and swing your other leg around as you knock the ball under
that leg. Hopping/Homie Touzani around the world is almost the same as a tatw trick except there is no contact in the middle of the trick. The trick is performed with the first leg going around like an atw but from the jump you immediately keep throwing the second leg around the ball without hitting it from the bottom with the first leg. touzani knee massage
around the world is almost identical to tatw except with this tatw almost atw no crossover touch combined while with ktatw the trick is performed with a knee atw first. Abbas around the world trick striker Abbas Freed. It's a complete rewind of the trick. Your first leg hits the ball up. Your other leg is spinning around the ball from the inside out. Then, you make a
jump where your first leg follows with atw. Manns around the world a kind of doppelganger around the world. You touch the ball to start the trick around the world and move your foot around the ball twice (720 degrees) before making contact with the ball again. (at 0:29 Ecobol makes an indoor and outdoor quibble) Mitch gave me these congratulatory steps to
roast over YouTube 1. Kick the ball with your right foot. 2. Make ATW (counterclockwise) high in the air with your right foot – almost in Time to lift your left leg. Both your legs should end up on the ground. 3. Once you do ATW (counterclockwise) in the air the left leg/foot should move the ball while in the air. 4. Land on your right foot – but control the ball with
your left. Skipping mitchy around the world just like MATW but the mid-trick touch is excluded. Almost like HT-ATW as well but the starting atw is in the inner direction rather than the outer direction. Mitchi knee around the world is MATW but while the knee in an inner direction is used to initiate the trick. alternative toss around the world you hit the ball straight
up first. With the other leg you do a pressed inside turn around the ball. At the same time you make a jump and swing the other foot around the ball and kick the ball under the leg. worldwide move pioneered by Pal originally but since he didn't want a move to his name he decided to name him after a friend, Jay Ransom of England. It's a but ultimately instead
of doing an internal direction revolution with the other foot, an external direction revolution is made. Pretty embarrassing move if you've never tried before. a new move combination involving a toe bounce, a back heeled ribbon with spin, and after you've pitched around with the round, don't touch Hop World. Pioneered by Sofian Touzani in his Dill Derry. timo
around the world touch the ball with your dominant leg. Your non-dominant leg will make an inside turn out of the ball when the ball falls straight to the dominant leg. And then the tata was complete. juggling will delay the ball on the sole of the foot while lying on the back. Jerba Jarba Jerbaashi has the ball in the hammer. Now tighten the ball really hard and
make sure you have a good feel for the ball. Now get down on the ground and start dancing, serious! It looks like the ball is taped to your leg and if you have good dance moves like Gerbeshi (dance instructor) it can look very stylish. (about 0:51 Leiki does start it) professional freestyle football tricks knee alternative touzani around the world almost identical to
KTATW but the first contact with the knee is performed with the opposite knee instead. alternative/homey mitchy worldwide trick is very difficult and advanced. It's HM-ATW but the initial contact is with the opposite leg. Your first leg touches the ball up. By jumping, your other leg makes a turn around the ball in the inside direction. Without further contact, your
first leg also makes an inside direction Around the ball before touching the ball with your first leg again. Best explanation by viewing the animated image. kneecap around the world a very advanced trick. The HTW knee is used to initiate the trick with the second leg passing the ball eventually after the knee htw. in reverse jumping Jay worldwide first in inner
direction atw was done in the first part of the trick. Then, by jumping, without hitting it again with the same leg, the other leg rotates around the ball in an outward direction and touches the ball. Alternate neck Mitch around the world from cleavage, you slide the ball from your neck to your side. AMATW is then performed directly without further contact from
your other leg. worldwide also called triple – just like lemmens around the world but instead of walking around the ball twice before touching it again, you go around the ball three times. A very difficult and complex move to perform and carried out only so far by some elite freestylers. Alternative Lemmens around the world is just like the HTW trick but instead
of the second leg revolutionizing once, it will turn around twice without extra contact. Tozni Lemmens around the world started the maneuver like any other LATW. When the second round around the ball is almost complete, make a jump and throw your other foot around the ball just as you do tatw. Lemmens Michie around the world it's the same as above but
with LATW starting in the opposite direction. maradona trick's stall that started Maradona. Others tried and completed the manoeuvre, but not entirely successfully (couldn't hold it for long). Basically, hold your foot out and point your toes up. Balance the ball on your toes. Since there is so little surface space to use, the trick is very difficult.*John farnworth has
(John farnworth makes a big toe stand at 1:23) Tatsulow due to a pioneer stand by Japan's Tatsulow. Hold your foot out with your toes pointed to the ground and the heel pointed straight up. Balance the ball on your heel. (53 seconds in and 57 seconds both variations) added freestyle soccer moves ATW 360 HLC LAATW Magellan FXATW JATOW
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